CTU Fund for the Support of Schoolwide Activities

Welcome to a field trip into the Czech Psyche!

You will get a unique insight into Czech/Slovak history, politics and arts and will learn not only serious data and information but also get a “lighter” reflection on certain specifics of the country´s development in the heart of Europe.

You will also be advised to visit sites and public spaces of both historical and emotional significance thus experiencing discovering the places of your own.

Interactive seminars, visual arts and top-quality films will help you to get a thorough insight into the Czech psyche and identity that has been formed throughout centuries. It is open to everybody with an open mind and eagerness to learn.

Course information

Course Format: 90 minutes per week on Thursday from 5:30 pm
Term: 30th September – 16th December 2021
Where: Campus Dejvice, MIAS CTU, Kolejní 2a, Prague 6
Maximum 15 students in a class.